
Let’s talk about 
COLORS



Heja 
Sverige!

Cand.It, design and communication

I’ve done a lot of web work

Teacher at KEA (Copenhagen School of 
Design and Technology)
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Stefan
Nice To see You!



Agenda
× The color wheel 
× Color combinations
× Color Systems
× Color usage in practice
× Color Blindness
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1.
The Color Wheel
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The Color Wheel is basically just a 
circle with some colors added

This version of the color circle is a 
“pigment wheel” with a series of 
colors chosen (typically 7 or 12)

Color Wheel

Colors as degrees:

Red is 0 degrees



6https://color.adobe.com/ 

https://color.adobe.com/
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Rød ved 0*, og så hele vejen 
rundt…

Color wheel, color continuum

(HSB)

The color wheel is typically seen as a color continuum, 
instead of 12 selected colors (but the 7 to 12 colors 
are a nice simplification)

This relates to a linear spectrum of wavelengths, the 
human eye can see

Color Continuum



HSL (HSB)
Hue, Saturation & Lightness (Brightness)

Hue = color value (degrees)

Saturation = How pure (intense) is the color

Lightness/brightness = How dark/light is the  
color
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Lets play 
with HSL 
(HSB) in 

Lightroom



2.
Color combinations
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Which color is closest to 
us?
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Which color is closest to 
us?



Red tones: Warm

Blue tones: Cold
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Cool & Warm colors
Blue colors tend to recede

Warm colors tend to advance 
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Three primary colors:

RYB: Red, Yellow, Blue

(For print: Cyan, Magenta and 
Yellow)

In this color circle, with tthe RYB 
primary coors, Red, Yellow and Blue 
are 120 degrees apart from eacht 
other

Primary colors
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Secondary colors:

60 degrees away from the primary 
colors

Mix of the primary colors

Orange, purple and green 

Secondary colors
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Secondary colors:

30 degrees away from the secondary 
colors

Mix of the primary and secondary 
colors

Red-orange (vermillion), red-purple 
(magenta), blue-purple (violet), 
blue-green (teal), yellow-green 
(chartreuse), yellow-orange (amber)

Tertiary colors



Color Harmonies
Certain color combinations from the color wheel goes 
well in harmony in order to form color palettes, ie.:

- Monochomatic
- Complementary 
- Analogous (30 degrees on each side from the 

primary color)
- Triad (120 degrees)
- Tetrad (90 degrees)
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https://colorschemedesigner.com/  

https://colorschemedesigner.com/


3.
RGB & CMYK - 
COLOR SYSTEMS 
& BASE COLORS
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RGB & 
CMYK

Color spaces



CMYK: Subtractive 
You “remove light” from a point

Base colors: Cyan, Magenta & Yellow



RGB: Additive 
You “add light” to a pixel

Base colors: Red, Green & Blue
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The RGB color wheel with the base 
colors Red, Green Yellow

RGB Color 
Wheel

Colors as degrees:

Red is 0 degrees
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The RGB color wheel superimposed 
on the RYB wheel

RGB: 0 degrees is still red

But notice the degrees from red to 
yellow and blue…

120 degrees between red, green and 
blue... 

RYB vs. RGB 

Colors as degrees:

Red is 0 degrees
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RGB FOR 
SCREENS

CMYK FOR 
PRINT



Human eyes color 
space vs. rgb & 
CMYK (gamut) 
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RGB & 
CMYK

RGB is a bit brighter
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PANTONE
Extend CMYK color range by using another color 

system, Pantone, ie. 

But thats expensive… 



4.
COLOR USAGE
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Color 
symbolism / 
associations
You’ve probably heard stories about “red 
is the color of love, danger etc.” and 
yellow symbolises “joy, happines, 
prosperity etc.”

Thats not easily converted to design - so 
let’s skip color symbolism, and look at 
color usage in practice!
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The Genre
The genre - are there any conventions? 

Do I want to stick with the conventions or break 
them?
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The BANK 
genre (DK)
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The WOMENS 
FRAGRANCE Genre
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The CHARITY Genre
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Start simple: Black, 
White, Grey and an 
accent color
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Adding further color - why? Highlight specific 
functionality - for instance “buttons” - remember cold 

recedes, yellow advances
Remember color combinations from color wheel



Remember color 
contrast: Foreground 

background 
relationship 
(readibility)
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Once you know how to use the basics - 
experiment with fresh color usage (it is 
often more difficult to use lots of colors 

than only few...)



Color blindness
What about the users suffering of some degree of color blindness?

Have a look at: https://colorschemedesigner.com/csd-3.5/ 
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https://colorschemedesigner.com/csd-3.5/


Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at:

stsg@kea.dk
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